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"LUXURY AND SUSTAINABILITY" 

 The fashion industry is one of the most polluting sectors 

 Investing in sustainability has become essential to the success of luxury brands  

 Efforts are being made in all areas, from procurement to distribution 

 Funding is increasingly tied to sustainability objectives 

 

 

 CHART OF THE WEEK: "Contraction of valuation multiples in luxury goods" 

 

FINANCIAL MARKET ANALYSIS 

The luxury sector has underperformed the market so far this year, down 19%, even more disappointing 

than the MSCI world consumer discretionary index, which is down 17%. Lockdowns in China, conflict in 

Ukraine, global inflationary pressure and falling equity markets are all weighing on the sector, which 

had held up well throughout the Covid-19 pandemic.  
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Valuation multiples are 

contracting, but the 

expected growth in EBIT 
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Luxury and its high prices are often perceived as a guarantee of quality. Many customers turn to luxury 

products because the brands provide a sense of belonging or accomplishment. It is therefore important 

for the sector to maintain this quality image and reassure customers that products are designed and 

manufactured with care, in compliance with new environmental, social and even societal standards. 

Luxury brands are also opinion leaders: they set the standards and create the trends. A few designers like 

Dries van Noten and Altuzarra wrote an open letter to the industry during the Covid-19 pandemic calling for 

a more sustainable approach to fashion production that takes sustainability into account, promising less 

fabric waste and 'unnecessary inventories', less travel, the use of digital showrooms, etc. This is a step 

towards redefining luxury. 

 

 The fashion industry is one of the most polluting sectors 

The fashion industry generates $2.4 trillion in sales and employs around 300 million people along its value 

chain. However, with c. 10% of global carbon emissions, the fashion industry is one of the most polluting 

industries in the world. Consumers keep clothes on average half as long as they did 20 years ago and 

three quarters of the textiles produced are destroyed each year.  

The sector is also the second largest consumer of water, after agriculture. It takes 3,000 litres to produce 

a cotton shirt and 9,000 litres for a pair of jeans… as they are both made of a water-intensive plant: cotton. 

 

One-fifth of the world's water pollution comes from the 

textile sector. Chemical dyes are discharged into waterways, 

while washing clothes releases five hundred thousand tons of 

microfibers into the ocean each year, the equivalent of fifty 

billion plastic bottles. Many of these fibres are made of 

polyester, acrylic or nylon, plastics that are found in about 

60% of clothing. Polyester does not break down and the 

polyester production generates two to three times more 

carbon emissions than cotton. 

 

A plastic-free wardrobe is possible. You just need to choose the right fabric: cotton, linen and wool are 

the most obvious and common, but it can also be jute, leather and Lyocell, hemp, modal, cupro or lotus 

leaves for example. Finally, bioplastics derived from orange peel, algae or cuttlefish teeth should not be 

forgotten. 

 

 Investing in sustainability has become essential to the success of luxury brands 

The luxury sector differentiates itself by the quality of its products. Today, it has a duty to set an 

example and propose greater transparency in terms of eco-responsibility and ethics. Stella McCartney, 

50% owned by Kering, is one of the first luxury brands to have campaigned for sustainable fashion through 

eco-friendly clothing collections.  
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The Kering Group is trying to reduce its carbon footprint by choosing organic cotton, which has 80% less 

impact on the environment than traditional cotton. Kering has joined forces with Albini Group, Supima 

and Oritain to develop a 100% traceable organic cotton. The natural chemical properties of the fibre are 

analysed using forensic science and statistical analysis to create a unique chemical fingerprint that links 

the cotton to the field in which it was grown, thereby providing greater product traceability.  

 

Fig. 2 - Ruinart's "second skin" packaging  

For its part, LVMH, which has long been committed to sustainable 

development, announced last week a strategic collaboration with Fendi, 

Imperial College of London and Central Saint Martins to create samples of 

new bio-textiles. This initiative should lead to the development of new fur 

fibres produced in the laboratory. 

The search for new materials affects all luxury goods industries: from textiles 

to watchmaking, not forgetting product packaging. For example, after three 

years of research, the Ruinart brand (LVMH) has just unveiled a disruptive 

packaging for its champagne bottles (see Fig. 2). The packaging is 100% 

recyclable and made of cellulose fibres from sustainably managed European 

forests. As a result, the carbon footprint required to manufacture this packaging 

has been reduced by 60%. 

 

These technological advances are not only good for the planet, but they also reinforce the brand image 

of luxury groups. 

 

 Efforts are being made in all areas, from procurement to distribution 

The supply of materials 

Kering aims to leverage innovation to implement sustainable sourcing and manufacturing. In 2013, the 

group created the Material Innovation Lab (MIL), dedicated to the sourcing of sustainable materials and 

fabrics. Now, Kering's Houses have access to more than 3,800 fabric samples. The Sustainable Innovation 

Lab (SIL) is a similar platform created for the jewellery business. 

As technology advances, many industries are looking for ways to replace synthetic materials with 

sustainable, renewable and biodegradable materials. For example, the listed Austrian company Lenzing, 

a proponent of the circular economy, produces textiles from wood fibres. Their bio-refining concept 

ensures that almost 100% of the wood substance is used as raw material for the fibres: for bio-refining 

products and as an energy supplier. Lenzing is also the owner of the REFIBRA technology, which converts 

cotton offcuts from garment production and post-consumer waste into fibre. This means that fewer 

resources are used and less waste is generated. The biological cycle is closed when the fibres are 

biodegraded or composted at the end of their life cycle, becoming material for new biomass (See. Fig 3). 

Source: LVMH, Atlantic Financial Group 
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The watchmaking sector is no exception. Swatch companies use materials that can be recycled and 

reused, and where this is not possible, they are encouraged to favour bio-based, compostable or 

biodegradable materials. Launched in 2021, BIOCERAMIC is the latest in a series of new material ideas 

developed by Swatch (See Fig. 4). 

 

Fig. 3 - Lenzing / REFIBRA  Fig. 4 - Swatch / BIOCERAMIC 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fashion design 

Environmentally conscious fashion designers are making a difference. Their approach is to reduce the 

number of microfibres and toxic waste released into the environment as much as possible, while 

respecting animal rights. Stella McCartney, for example, bases its sustainable fashion strategy on 4 

fundamental pillars: 

1. Respect for nature: protect the planet by sourcing as many sustainable materials as possible, such as 

cashmere, organic cotton or forest fibres, for example viscose, which is traceable and comes from 

renewable sources. 

2. Respect for people: from the farmers who grow the plants to the customer, the aim is to have a positive 

impact on everyone involved in the supply chain. 

3. Respect for animals: as a vegetarian brand, encourage humane methods and treat animals and their 

habitats with respect. 

4. Circular solutions: apply the principles of circular mode using regenerative and restorative production 

methods. 

 

 

BIOCERAMIC is the latest innovation from Swatch. Only a few 

months after the launch of the first Swatch made from natural 

resources, here is a new and unique blend of ceramic and bio-based 

plastic. 

Two thirds ceramic, one third bio-based plastic. Bioceramic is as 

strong and durable as it is silky smooth to the touch. 

Source: Lenzing, Atlantic Financial Group Source: Bloomberg, Atlantic Financial Group 
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Distribution 

Online sales of luxury goods have almost doubled in the last two years. The second-hand market has 

also flourished, driven by a surge in demand (see Fig. 5). Thredup, a second-hand website, estimates that 

34% of luxury shoppers sell second-hand items while 26% buy them. Most buyers are Millennials or even 

younger, Generation Z, who are not as reluctant to buy second-hand as previous generations: baby 

boomers and Generation X. Second-hand sales are therefore an additional distribution channel that is 

gaining ground in the luxury ecosystem.  

 

Fig. 5 - Growth in new and used luxury goods sales (indexed to 100 in 2017) 

  

 

The Richemont Group is getting closer to its customers via direct sales channels like YOOX Net-A-Porter 

and Watchfinder, two online retailers of second-hand fashion clothing and watches. In 2019, the group 

launched Net Sustain on the Net-à-porter website, bringing together brands with sustainable and 

ecological commitments such as local production, valuing craftsmanship, using responsible materials, 

sustainable production methods as well as reducing waste. The site includes established brands such as 

Stella McCartney and Anya Hindmarch as well as emerging labels such as Caes and Deiji Studios. 

Consumers, via their purchases of second-hand luxury goods, underline the irreversible trend towards 

a more responsible world committed to the circular economy. Extending the life of luxury products is 

also an effective way for brands, fashion platforms and investors to show their commitment to 

sustainability. 

 

 Funding is increasingly tied to sustainability objectives 

The ESG score of clothing brands has become an important factor for investors and consumers. ESG-driven 

financing has seen a resurgence since 2020. Chanel and Burberry have issued bonds linked to their 

environmental goals, while Ferragamo and Moncler have taken out loans, both public and private, linked 

to sustainability. In 2019 Prada took out a five-year loan that included an annual interest rate adjustment if 
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The second-hand luxury 

goods market represented 

around 12% of global 

luxury goods sales in 2021 

(33 billion) compared to 

9.5% in 2017 (20 billion). 

Growth in new luxury 

goods was slightly 

affected by the Covid-19 

pandemic but returned to 

levels above 2019 as soon 

as 2021. 
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key ESG targets were met. These 'green' bonds imply that if sustainability targets are not met, companies 

will have to pay a penalty. This is an effective way to put your money where your mouth is. 

In the face of climate risks and social inequalities, responsible investments are in demand and are 

growing exponentially. In 2021, across all sectors, companies borrowed record amounts via sustainable 

bonds (see Fig. 6). 

 

Fig. 6 - ESG bond issuance worldwide (USD billion) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

Millennials and Generation Z account for 85% of global luxury goods sales growth. Yet their expectations 

of luxury brands to align with their values are becoming increasingly important. The younger, more 

affluent generations are more aware of the environmental and social impact of their purchasing 

decisions and are directing their purchases towards brands that resonate with their personal values. 

Companies that want to maintain their status in the luxury market have no choice but to evolve to 

follow this ethical and sustainable trend. Ultimately, the entire value chain will benefit, from the farmer 

to the seamstress, from the researcher to the designer.  

With the stock market correction of the last four months, luxury stocks have seen their valuation multiples 

contract (see Chart of the week). The conflict in Ukraine and the lockdowns in China could temporarily 

affect the results in the first half of 2022, but the expected growth beyond that remains relatively stable.  
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RETURN ON FINANCIAL ASSETS 

 

 

Markets Performances

(local currencies)

Last 

Price

Momentum 

Indicator (RSI)
1-Week (%) 1-Month (%)

2022

Year-to-Date (%)
2021 (%) 2020 (%)

Equities
World (MSCI) 653.7         32.53 -2.6% -8.0% -12.8% 19.0% 16.9%
USA (S&P 500) 4 132          34.98 -3.3% -8.7% -12.9% 28.7% 18.4%
USA (Dow Jones) 32 977       37.93 -2.5% -4.8% -8.7% 20.9% 9.7%
USA (Nasdaq) 12 335       35.01 -3.9% -13.2% -21.0% 22.2% 45.0%
Euro Area (DJ EuroStoxx) 425.6         47.30 -0.7% -1.6% -10.3% 23.5% 0.8%
UK (FTSE 100) 7 545          53.01 0.4% 0.7% 3.6% 18.4% -11.4%
Switzerland (SMI) 12 129       47.86 -1.0% 0.9% -3.5% 23.7% 4.3%
Japan (Nikkei) 26 819       48.41 -2.6% -3.5% -5.9% 6.7% 18.3%

Emerging (MSCI) 1 076          41.85 0.1% -5.6% -12.1% -2.3% 18.8%
Brasil (IBOVESPA) 107 876     29.65 -2.9% -10.1% 2.9% -11.9% 2.9%
Russia (MOEX) 2 445          45.10 9.5% -9.6% -35.1% 21.9% 14.8%
India (SENSEX) 56 743       46.55 -0.2% -2.5% -1.8% 23.2% 17.2%
China (CSI) 4 016          44.47 0.1% -4.8% -18.6% -3.5% 29.9%

Communication Serv. (MSCI World) 86.08         31.04 -2.6% -12.4% -21.6% 10.9% 24.2%
Consumer Discret. (MSCI World) 323.1         33.06 -4.7% -11.0% -21.1% 9.2% 37.0%
Consumer Staples (MSCI World) 279.4         45.71 -1.4% 0.6% -3.4% 11.7% 8.8%
Energy (MSCI World) 223.8         45.91 -1.3% -1.2% 20.0% 37.5% -27.7%
Financials (MSCI World) 136.2         28.30 -3.7% -8.3% -8.5% 25.1% -3.1%
Health Care (MSCI World) 336.9         34.31 -2.3% -4.7% -8.2% 18.0% 15.4%
Industrials (MSCI World) 284.9         31.17 -2.9% -8.1% -13.6% 16.6% 11.8%
Info. Tech. (MSCI World) 454.1         37.51 -1.6% -11.7% -20.8% 27.6% 46.2%
Materials (MSCI World) 348.5         35.99 -1.5% -6.1% -3.2% 15.4% 21.6%
Real Estate (MSCI World) 212.0         35.99 -4.1% -3.8% -9.0% 23.6% -5.7%
Utilities (MSCI World) 158.6         37.72 -2.6% -3.0% -1.6% 11.1% 4.8%

Bonds (FTSE)
USA (7-10 Yr) 2.94% 35.89 0.3% -4.1% -9.6% -2.4% 9.3%
Euro Area (7-10 Yr) 1.55% 31.39 -0.2% -3.7% -9.4% -2.9% 4.5%
Germany (7-10 Yr) 0.94% 33.29 0.0% -3.1% -8.0% -2.7% 3.0%
UK (7-10 Yr) 1.91% 40.74 0.5% -2.1% -6.6% -4.9% 5.4%
Switzerland (7-10 Yr) 0.89% 37.96 0.4% -2.1% -7.7% -2.3% 0.4%
Japan (5-10 Yr) 0.23% 54.24 0.3% 0.0% -1.1% 0.0% -0.1%
Emerging (5-10 Yr) 6.91% 22.37 -1.2% -5.8% -15.0% -2.3% 5.2%

USA (IG Corp.) 4.31% 29.80 -0.9% -5.4% -12.7% -1.0% 9.9%
Euro Area (IG Corp.) 2.12% 24.68 -0.8% -2.6% -7.6% -1.0% 2.8%
Emerging (IG Corp.) 6.72% 25.09 -0.4% -2.8% -12.5% -3.0% 8.1%

USA (HY Corp.) 6.98% 21.68 -0.8% -3.4% -8.2% 5.3% 7.1%
Euro Area (HY Corp.) 6.23% 15.99 -1.1% -2.9% -7.0% 3.4% 2.3%
Emerging (HY Corp.) 9.50% 25.79 -0.9% -3.9% -10.3% -3.2% 4.3%

World (Convertibles) 382.4         28.93 -2.0% -7.3% -12.8% 2.4% 38.8%
USA (Convertibles) 513.1         32.31 -2.1% -7.3% -13.5% 3.1% 54.5%
Euro Area (Convertibles) 3 734          40.19 -0.5% -1.6% -9.1% -0.3% 6.1%
Switzerland (Convertibles) 177.4         36.83 0.2% -0.9% -4.6% -0.5% 0.5%
Japan (Convertibles) 196.5         46.10 -0.1% -1.2% -2.1% 3.3% 2.8%

Hedge Funds (Crédit Suisse)
Hedge Funds Indus. 726.7         74.56 n.a. 2.4% n.a. 8.2% 6.4%
Distressed 966.8         69.19 n.a. 0.4% n.a. 12.5% 3.8%
Event Driven 812.3         66.38 n.a. 0.3% n.a. 12.9% 7.0%
Fixed Income 393.5         68.77 n.a. -0.3% n.a. 5.2% 3.6%
Global Macro 1 205.0      81.31 n.a. 8.8% n.a. 9.6% 6.5%
Long/Short 927.5         58.99 n.a. 0.5% n.a. 8.3% 7.9%
CTA's 341.6         77.39 n.a. 8.5% n.a. 8.2% 1.9%
Market Neutral 290.1         65.99 n.a. 0.2% n.a. 6.2% 1.7%
Multi-Strategy 696.9         48.91 n.a. 2.3% n.a. 7.0% 5.6%

Volatility
VIX 33.40         64.50 18.4% 62.5% 94.0% -24.3% 65.1%
VSTOXX 30.77         50.85 8.6% 6.2% 59.7% -17.6% 67.5%

Commodities
Commodities (CRB) 643.3         n.a. 0.8% 1.8% 11.2% 30.3% 10.5%
Gold (Troy Ounce) 1 887          37.41 -0.6% -2.0% 3.1% -3.6% 25.1%
Oil (WTI, Barrel) 104.69       52.44 5.2% 4.4% 36.0% 58.7% -20.5%
Oil (Brent, Barrel) 105.61       48.23 1.2% 0.0% 37.6% 51.4% -23.0%

Currencies (vs USD)
USD (Dollar Index) 103.423     73.75 1.6% 4.9% 8.1% 6.4% -6.7%
EUR 1.0521       27.24 -1.8% -4.1% -7.5% -7.5% 9.7%
JPY 130.34       27.86 -1.7% -5.8% -11.7% -10.2% 5.1%
GBP 1.2552       28.35 -1.5% -4.3% -7.2% -1.0% 3.1%
AUD 0.7053       26.99 -1.7% -6.5% -2.9% -5.6% 9.6%
CAD 1.2866       33.30 -1.0% -3.0% -1.8% 0.7% 2.1%
CHF 0.9735       19.12 -1.5% -4.8% -6.2% -3.0% 9.4%
CNY 6.6085       16.65 -1.6% -3.7% -3.8% 2.7% 6.7%
MXN 20.427       40.77 -1.1% -3.0% 0.5% -3.0% -5.0%
EM (Emerging Index) 1 695.3      28.94 -1.1% -2.8% -2.3% 0.9% 3.3%

Source: Bloomberg, Atlantic Financial Group Total Return by asset class (Negative \ Positive Performance)
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DISCLAIMER 

This document is issued by Atlantic Financial Group (hereinafter “Atlantic”). It is not intended for distribution, publication, or use in any jurisdiction where 

such distribution, publication, or use would be unlawful, nor is it aimed at any person or entity to whom it would be unlawful to address such a document. 

This document is provided for information purposes only. It does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to subscribe to, purchase, sell or hold any 

security or financial instrument. It contains the opinions of Atlantic, as at the date of issue. These opinions and the information herein contained do not take 

into account an individual’s specific circumstances, objectives, or needs. No representation is made that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate 

to individual circumstances or that any investment or strategy constitutes a personal recommendation to any investor. Each investor must make his/her own 

independent decisions regarding any securities or financial instruments mentioned herein. Tax treatment depends on the individual circumstances of each 

client and may be subject to change in the future. Atlantic does not provide tax advice. Therefore, you must verify the above and all other information provided 

in the document or otherwise review it with your external tax advisors. 

Investment are subject to a variety of risks. Before entering into any transaction, an investor should consult his/her investment advisor and, where necessary, 

obtain independent professional advice in respect of risks, as well as any legal, regulatory, credit, tax, and accounting consequences. The information and 

analysis contained herein are based on sources considered to be reliable. However, Atlantic does not guarantee the timeliness, accuracy, or completeness of 

the information contained in this document, nor does it accept any liability for any loss or damage resulting from its use. All information and opinions as well 

as the prices, market valuations and calculations indicated herein may change without notice. Past performance is no guarantee of current or future returns, 

and the investor may receive back less than he invested. The investments mentioned in this document may carry risks that are difficult to quantify and integrate 

into an investment assessment. In general, products such as equities, bonds, securities lending, forex, or money market instruments bear risks, which are 

higher in the case of derivative, structured, and private equity products; these are aimed solely at investors who are able to understand their nature and 

characteristics and to and bear their associated risks. On request, Atlantic will be pleased to provide investors with more detailed information concerning risks 

associated with given instruments. 

The value of any investment in a currency other than the base currency of a portfolio is subject to the foreign exchange rates. These rates may fluctuate and 

adversely affect the value of the investment when it is realized and converted back into the investor’s base currency. The liquidity of an investment is subject 

to supply and demand. Some products may not have a well-established secondary market or in extreme market conditions may be difficult to value, resulting 

in price volatility and making it difficult to obtain a price to dispose of the asset. If opinions from financial analysts are contained herein, such analysts attest 

that all of the opinions expressed accurately reflect their personal views about any given instruments. In order to ensure their independence, financial analysts 

are expressly prohibited from owning any securities that belong to the research universe they cover. Atlantic may hold positions in securities as referred to in 

this document for and on behalf of its clients and/or such securities may be included in the portfolios of investment funds as managed by Atlantic. 

 

 


